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Hitched in a Hurry: The ultimate how-to for a speedy "I do"Â is a guide for brides planning weddings

in six months or fewer. Packed with tips, charts, and organizational tools tailored to fit tighter

timelines,Â Hitched in a HurryÂ also contains interviews with real-life couples that successfully

turned short engagements into lifelong love affairs. So forget those Wedding World naysayers

(You'll walk the aisle naked!) and toss aside that traditional 12-18 month timeline, too. If you and

your fiancÃ© have said we will to fast forwarding to I do, then kick off your heels, lace up those

running shoes, and prepare to plan. The finish line isn't that far away! So, if you're...a bride-to-be

planning aÂ quick weddinga bride-to-be with aÂ "quick wedding" mentalitya bride-to-be who

lovesÂ to-do listsa bride-to-be who lovesÂ real-life love storiesa bride-to-be in need ofÂ amazing gift

ideasor most importantly...a bride-to-be who wants toÂ build a healthy marriage,you're going to

needÂ Hitched in a Hurry!HOW HITCHED MEASURES UP (and stands out!)Â Traditional planning

guides assume brides will be engaged for 12-16 months, makingÂ Hitched in a HurryÂ the only

complete roadmap on the market for women planning weddings in six months or fewer.At 118

pages,Â Hitched in a HurryÂ is the perfect length for a "bride on the fly" who doesn't have time to

read a 500-page tome on wedding planning.Every chapter of the book ends with a real-life love

story and an interview with a former speedy bride-to-be, providing "It CAN be done"-encouragement

for readers.Condensed planning timelines, checklists, creative gift ideas, suggested registry items,

Q&A sections, budgeting insights, after-the-aisle tips, and other workbook -type materials are

included insideÂ Hitched in a HurryÂ to make the wedding planning process as simple and

straightforward as possible.Â Hitched in a HurryÂ combats the "This is YOUR day"-lie by focusing

on building a healthy marriage rather than just planning a bride-focused event that's over and done

in a 24-hour period. The book also contains a whole chapter written from a man's perspective

(Chapter 8, "Guy Talk"). Imagine that!
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Quick, funny, smart, and full of excellent tips for weddings that happen inside of 6-9 months. There

is no need to plan 12-18 months out, with proper support, a vision, means, and a willing fiance,

anything is possible!

This book has been my lifeline over the last few weeks! We are 3 weeks in to a 12-week

engagement and we are flying through it stress-free thanks to Hitched in a Hurry! Karley's writing

style has a way of making you feel calm as you walk through a swarm of details during a short

engagement. She is funny, encouraging and honest, and provides extremely practical advice. It's as

if I was reading a note from a best friend who had gone down this path before me. I have a type A

personality, and her lists (especially the timeline of what to do and when to do it, and what to

register for) have been so helpful! They have helped me focus on one thing at a time and avoid the

temptation to think about everything I need to do before my big day and quickly become

overwhelmed. You may not feel like you have time to sit down and read a book with everything you

have to do, but trust me; you want to sit down and read this book! It's a quick read, and you'll be

picking it up many times during your engagement. Whether it's 12 weeks or 52, I HIGHLY

recommend this book to anyone who wants to stay sane and minimize stress during their

engagement!

As a bride who planned her own wedding in less than six months, I can absolutely recommend

Hitched in a Hurry for any couple planning their wedding on short notice.Hitched in a Hurry is an

easy, fun read, but an absolutely essential one if you are planning a wedding on a tight timeline. It

doesn't waste time on irrelevant information and tailors the wedding experience for couples working

with six months or fewer.The book is packed full of real stories from other couples who have gotten

hitched in a hurry, paired with humor, tips and information customized for couples who do not have

any time to waste, presented in a clearly organized manner. It also talks about common pitfalls and

how to avoid them. I love that the wedding is not left at the altar, either: the book talks about what

makes a marriage work, too. The book supports you at every step along the way and will leave you



knowing you can do it!

Hitched in a Hurry is an EXCELLENT tool for a bride with a speedy trip to the altar! I am in the

middle of my own 5 month engagement, and reading this book was a great asset to me in my

planning. It offers a condensed timeline, tips on how to make sure you get what you need in a faster

than usual time, and keeps the reader grounded by pointing out that the ultimate purpose of a

wedding is to begin a beautiful marriage. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who is

ready to get married ASAP instead of waiting!

I was given this book by a friend right after I got engaged. What a wonderful book! Beautifully written

with very important information. Before reading the book I was unsure as to how I would survive

such a short engagement, the author has given great tips and pointers and I am now confident and

calm with this rapid and fun filled wedding planning process. A must read!!!! And a GREAT

engagement gift!!!
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